With the improvement of the very short term photovoltaic power forecasting, a new dynamic optimal control strategy for BESS based on the photovoltaic power forecasting is proposed to smooth photovoltaic power fluctuations. The operating rules are proposed based on the forecasted photovoltaic power information to minimize the offset of SOC as well as considering the performance of the energy storage to get the optimal control for the next control step, which result in a progressive control principle. The proposed method is verified by the actual data from photovoltaic station.
Introduction
With the high penetration of photovoltaic power, the photovoltaic power fluctuations need to be addressed. Battery energy storage stations (BESS) can solve the photovoltaic power fluctuations because of its charge and discharge ability [1] . In the current theory and demonstration project [2] , energy storage can smooth out the output of renewable energy by configuring certain capacity to improve utilization of solar resources [3] . Many research papers on the operation and control of BESS have been proposed. However, none of energy storage media have outstanding and comprehensive ability till now [4] , so the complementary hybrid energy storage system (HESS) becomes an important type in the development of the energy storage technology [5] . Research in [6] allocate the task of smoothing out the power fluctuation in the hybrid storage media by fuzzy logic control theory, and Ultra capacitor (UC) smooth the power fluctuation when it is sufficient, which could reduce the times of charge and discharge switch. Reference [7] built the long term model based on cost property and obtains the optimal parameters combination by self-learning neural network, considering the relationship of the energy storage property and smoothing effect. In [8] , the primary filtering (PF) and the secondary filtering (SF) are set and UC takes charge of the high frequency components while the Li-ion battery (LiB) undertakes the low frequency components. Also an optimal energy management scheme about HESS has been proposed, which consisted of battery and UC [9] . The above studies have significant impact on prompting the development of BESS. However, due to the stochastic nature of photovoltaic power, the existing control strategy couldn't deal with the complicated power fluctuation.
Energy-type storage media, such as lead-acid storage battery and LiB, are widely used, which have high energy density, long energy storage time and short cycling life. So the switch times of the charge and discharge should be limited. Power-type storage system, such as VRB, has faster response time and allows more times of charge and discharge switch comparatively. It applies to undertake the smoothing of high frequency components, so VRB is suited for fast switching and low energy. Then the coordinated charge and discharge model based on the above media property will be built.
In this paper, a BESS dynamic optimal control strategy is proposed considering the very short term photovoltaic power forecasting. LiB and vanadium redox battery (VRB) are selected in this paper. The coordinated charge strategy is built based on photovoltaic power forecasting information. Moreover, considering the charge and discharge power constrains, the dynamic control strategy aiming to minimize the offset of SOC is presented. The control strategy has been verified by actual photovoltaic station data.
Charge and Discharge Strategy
Charge and discharge strategy. The storage system advanced control step is connected with the precision of the photovoltaic power forecasting while the latter has relationship with the prediction time scale. Considering the obviously periodic property, the advance information interval is determined based on the probability statistics on one year basis. The actual photovoltaic station data is sampled per 5 minutes and outlined in Fig.1 .
The statistic of Δt, which is the duration time of charge once interval and adjacent discharge intervals are analyzed below. The probability in the interval (1, 13] sums up to 85%. As a result, the interval of double Δt is selected as the progressive control step, and the statistic shows that the interval [25, 145] min is the concentrated distribution area. Therefore, the dynamic control step is determined, which complies with the time scale of the very short term photovoltaic power forecasting. A double-layers control strategy is built based on the operation property of the BESS media. The model in detail is outlined as follows:
1) VRB operates predominantly and LiB smoothes out the fluctuation as the auxiliary energy storage. Make sure that if the energy of the single charge or discharge interval below the limiting value, E min , VRB start firstly and undertakes the task by itself when SOC and the charge and discharge power aren't out of limit. LiB acts as the auxiliary energy storage when the charge and discharge power is out of limit. So the main objective is to make full use of the large SOC range of VRB and minimize the switching times of charge and discharge of LiB. The corresponding operation mode is shown as follow:
Where E i (i=1, 2, 3, 4) is the energy of the charge or discharge intervals corresponds to the progressive control step and
is the sampling step. P(t) is the derivation of the objective power, which corresponds to the charge power when P(t)>0 whereas is the discharge power. 2) LiB operates predominantly and VRB acts as the auxiliary energy storage. For the case that VRB can't start in priority order, LiB should act firstly and undertake the main smoothing task making use of the high energy density property. Whether VRB starts or not, depending on the varying speed of the LiB charge and discharge power and SOC, which aims to be in good condition by assisting LiB smoothing out the fluctuation and adjusting its SOC. The starting condition of VRB is: 
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Where SOC max-LiB and SOC min-LiB are the SOC operation limits of the LiB. In this paper, SOC max-LiB =0.9, SOC min-LiB =0.2. P max-cha-LiB and P max-discha-LiB are the maximum of charge and discharge power of the LiB. ΔP(t) is the reactivity rate of charge and discharge power and ΔP(t)= P(t)-P(t-1). ΔP max-cha-LiB and ΔP max-discha-LiB are the maximum of reactivity rate of the LiB. SOC LiB(t) is the SOC instantaneous value of the LiB. When LiB and UC act at the same time and the respective SOC or the charge and discharge power is out of limit, the situation of abandoning the photovoltaic power or being short of photovoltaic power will appear.
Bess Dynamic Optimal Control Model
Objective function. The optimal control model is built to maintain the SOC optimal operation state based on the above charge and discharge model. The initial conditions such as SOC int-LiB and SOC int-UC are given, then the objective function can be got aiming to minimize the sum of squared difference of the deviation of the best SOC, based on the charge and discharge strategy, calculated as follows:
The objective function essentially is used to allocate energy among the different media. In equation (3), SOC OLiB and SOC OVRB are the best value of SOC, which are set as 0.6 and 0.5 respectively in this paper. SOC LiB (t) and SOC VRB (t) are the SOC instantaneous value, determined by the charge and discharge strategy and the output of photovoltaic power.
The objective function applies to the situation that the media of HESS start simultaneously. Usually, the capacity of LiB is higher than that of VRB considering the cost. Therefore, LiB deals with the power which is out of limitation when VRB starts in a priority order, and while LiB starts firstly, the energy of LiB will be the main source for fluctuations smoothing if its charge and discharge power and the rate of change satisfy the smoothing condition.
Constrains. The constraints consist of the charge and discharge power and SOC. The charge and discharge power constraints:
The SOC constraint:
Solution algorithm. In this paper, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is adopted, which is widely used to solve the numerical optimization problem, and overcome the dynamic boundary problem. Meanwhile PSO has less calculation of the progressive interval and has high efficient.
Simulation Results
The actual power data in 70MW photovoltaic station is used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. The configuration capacity of LiB is 9.6MW·h while VRB is 4.3MW·h. The power data is sampled every 5 minutes. The evaluation indexes such as squared difference of the smoothed power offset γ, the LiB charge and discharge switching times N and the SOC operation curve are calculated to compare with the indexes in the traditional methods in order to verify the effectiveness of the strategy in this paper. The range of SOC of LiB is limited to 0.1 to 0.9 while VRB is limited to 0 to 0.95. The limited value of the charge and discharge power of LiB is 13MW while VRB is 9MW. By analyzing the statistics data, E min-discha is set to -1.1MW while E min-cha is set to 1.0MW.
Case 1: Acquiring the photovoltaic station data in May and based on the proposed method in this paper, the optimization results are shown in table 1. As indexes shown in Table 1 , the performance of the energy storage is improved by the method in this paper. As VRB undertakes the smoothing task of weak energy interval, the action times of LiB are reduced remarkably by 76.3% compared to that of the traditional method. Because of the coordination of LiB and VRB, the squared difference of the smoothed power offset is reduced by 40.1%. The value of the objective function is reduced by 45.4%. Furthermore, the charge and discharge power and the SOC(t) are analyzed. P LiB (t) and P VRB (t) are shown in Fig.2 while SOC LiB (t) and SOC VRB (t) are shown in Fig.3 . On the charge and discharge power, it can be seen the times that charge and discharge is out of limitation are reduced because of the coordination of P LiB (t) and P UC (t) . At the same time, it can reduce the action times of LiB because UC undertakes the charge and discharge tasks by itself for low energy interval. When the two media start simultaneously, UC stores and releases more energy than LiB. From Fig.3 , the variation of SOC of VRB is greater than that of LiB, so SOC of LiB is better to fluctuate in a certain range, while SOC of VRB can vary widely which means that then capacity of VRB has been fully used. As indexes shown in Table 2 , the performance of the energy storage is improved by the proposed method in this paper. The starting times of LiB are reduced by 78.3% while the squared difference of the smoothed power offset is reduced by 43.5%. The value of the objective function is reduced by 50.8%. When a large amount of energy is needed, the two media start at the same time and LiB takes more responsibility while VRB undertakes the rest when its SOC is close to the low limit. In conclusion, BESS dynamic charge and discharge strategy considering the power forecasting can realize the optimal operation in the progressive control interval. The proposed method can guarantee the operation state of media and the effectiveness of fluctuations smoothing. At the same time, the switching times of LiB are reduced and the advantage of VRB can be fully taken.
Conclusion
Considering the very short term photovoltaic power forecasting information, the charge and discharge strategy is proposed, to realize BESS dynamic control by optimizing the progressive interval. The optimal objective function of the progressive control interval has been built considering the actual constraints, and the PSO calculation steps are also given. The actual photovoltaic station data are used to verify the effectiveness, and the indexes such as squared difference of the smoothed power offset and the operation curve of SOC, have been analyzed. The results show that the proposed method can improve the performance of BESS and smooth out the fluctuations effectively. 
